Twonky Ref App 8.1.0
Twonky Ref App Android
Development Environment
Please note that the Twonky SDK for Android now requires Android Studio (no longer Eclipse) as a
development environment, which is now state of the art for Android development. For further details
please have a look at the latest developer guide.

New Features
bookmarking use case
support for SSO use cases
audiobooks support

Improvements
added about screen

Bug Fixes
"cannot load data" was displayed in list items
Facebook pictures slideshow didn't work
fixed a problem that the app stoped responding when user enabled aggregation while also
disabling all shares
fixed that the app crashed after repeated playback
fixed that the server version is displayed incorrectly in reference app
modifying metadata did crash the app
shared items display was incorrect

Known Issues
DTCP content playback stops when user performs seek
DTCP content playback stops when user resumes paused playback
deleted SSO account does not expire in secondary device without restart
downloaded DTCP content appears greyed out in local servers library
local renderer setting remains disabled after setting it private in general settings on Android
local video is shown with wrong aspect ratio
pause does not work when beaming DLNA content to Sony TV
seeking forward to the end of the song stops playback on Apple TV
user cannot play content from queue while a content is already being played
user cannot resume to play the content after sleep
volume cannot be controlled when content is beamed to Samsung TV

Twonky Ref App iOS
New Features
support for SSO use cases
audiobooks support

Improvements
added a new twonkyDMRControlData class to unify queue loading sample code
added new volume slider and mute controls

Bug Fixes
Flickr video playback fixed
fixed that Clear Queue button invoked online service
fixed that deleting a video from queue list view didn't remove the video from DMR view
user could no longer highlight several items in Queue view
view now returns to DMR control view when picking any item from Queue
when device was held vertically, a blank strip appeared at the bottom of the screen when the
user goes from Queue to Local Renderer
when selecting a different renderer view didn't return to DMR control

Known Issues

DTCP content playback stops when user performs seek
DTCP content playback stops when user resumes paused playback
deleted SSO account does not expire in secondary device without restart
pause does not work when beaming DLNA content to Sony TV
seeking forward to the end of the song stops playback on Apple TV
user cannot play content from queue while a content is already being played
'Shuffle' and 'Repeat' icons available when image slideshow is beamed
DMR control shows black screen while playback continues when leaving video view and coming
back to it
DNLA content duration doesn't update correctly
app crashes when it downloads a content after sleep
app freezes if user taps [Select All] and [Clear Queue] continuously
removing account will not remove online items from queue list
shuffle doesn't work with Facebook content
shuffle is not working when beaming content from DLNA server
state restoration is broken in iOS 8.3
when iPhone goes to sleep queue list gets cleared
wrong status for download after app resumes

